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Aim
• What are the reasons behind the
increased use of distributed PV in
China?
–

To what extent, if any, is this
connected to China’s smart city
initiatives?

• What types of governance related
challenges have arisen with
increased distributed PV?

Definition Distributed Renewable Energy
Three aspects:
1), the scale of the project is small, and the size of distributed power
generation is between kilowatt-level and megawatt-level;
2), the project is close to the energy load, and power generation is
accessed at the power distribution network and the power generated
is mainly for local consumption;
3), the project includes a series of technologies for both sides of
supply and demand.
China Renewable Energy Outlook 2017 (CREO 2017)
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From https://www.chinadialogue.net/article/show/single/en/10775-China-s-solar-industry-is-at-a-crossroads
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From China’s National Energy Administration http://www.nea.gov.cn/2018-08/02/c_137363846.htm

Distributed Solar Energy in China – previously
• Quite a lot of research on centralised renewable energy in China
• Not so much on distributed renewable energy
•
•

Mainly focus on poverty alleviation
Not much on distributed solar PV policy and development

• Exception: Zhang (2016) identified main barriers:
•
•
•
•

building (and/or rooftop) ownership problems,
the unattractiveness of on-grid tariff and the low proportion of self-consumption,
the barriers to grid connection, and
the difficulty in obtaining financing

Zhang, S. (2016). Analysis of DSPV (distributed solar PV) power policy in China. Energy, 98, 92-100

Energy in China
• 61% of energy use is related to industry sector, 21% transport and
14% buildings (end 2016)
• Coal used for 67% of electricity generation
• GHG reduction through rooftop PV is large in the industry sector
• Higher power prices for industry and commercial sectors also
strengthen this

China Renewable Energy Outlook 2017, Energy Research Institute of China, National Development and Reform Commission, China National
Renewable Energy Centre (CNREC)

Smart Eco City Projects in China since 2012
• Nov. 2012: Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development
(MOHURD) ‘Notice on carrying out national pilot smart cities’
• Jan. 2013: 90 national pilot smart cities launched
• Apr. 2014: 103 pilot smart cities launched
• Apr. 2015, 277 pilot smart cities launched
• Various labels “eco,” “green,” “low carbon,” “smart”
•
•

top-down governance: less engaged local government (DeJong et al. 2016)
«new urban poor» also must be taken into consideration (Caprotti 2014)

Tan-Mullins, M., Cheshmehzangi, A., Chien, S. and Xie, L. (2017). Smart-Eco Cities in China: Trends and City Profiles 2016.
Exeter: University of Exeter (SMART-ECO Project)

Method and data
Interviews:
Background
University
Research and Advisory Institute
Government Institute
PV Company
Total

Documents and statistics:
Number

9

6
3
3
21

Field visits and tours

Field visits
Type
Rural

Place
Huairen
village,
Shandong
Province
Beijing

Details
Two-day stay in village of 10 000 people
Visited 10 households, à 5,4kW rooftop PV systems
All had solar hot water (SHW)
Also visited a large local PV installation of 40MW
Location 1: Indoor Ski Resort
Facility with 300 kWp rooftop PV

Urban

Beijing

Whole-day visit at indoor skiing hall, with connected hotel
Interview with one manager of the company that was responsible for
installation
Location 2: Design & Research Institute
Facility with 500 kWp rooftop PV
Half-day visit at a research institute of a large state-owned company
Interview with two people: the local project engineer and a division manager
of the institute

Why so much distributed solar PV?
1) higher electricity prices for industry and commercial
businesses making the investment interesting,
2) large degree of curtailment in centralized large-scale PV
projects, lowering profits, and
3) much of the best solar sites for large-scale PV have been
taken, making urban, rooftop-locations more attractive
4) No max installation target (until 31 May, 2018)*
* From 31 May 2018: quota of 10 GW of distributed

The role of rooftop PV in Smart City Projects
- Renewable energy is not integrated into smart city planning
-

Independent from smart/eco

- Smart meters are not included (no spot market)
-

people cannot sell electricity

«Several of these smart/eco projects are more focusing on economy
and economic growth. These projects seem fantastic, but when
you look into it, there’s not really much happening»
- Director, Government Planning Bureau

Rural rooftop PV
• Enthusiastic local mayor
• Each house had 5,4 kWp per
roof. Paid 29 000 RMB for total
installation, and they get
between 6-7000 RMB in income
per year
• In 5 years the investment has
been paid down

Urban rooftop PV

300 kWp rooftop PV site

500 kWp rooftop PV site

Urban rooftop PV
• Both installed rooftop PV in 2015 because they wanted to
get early experience
• «Pick one of two»-policy: receive a feed-in tariff and sell all
electricity the grid, or to use all electricity and get a subsidy,
but to sell the surplus electricity to a lower price
• Both chose to use all electricity themselves since electricity
prices are high for industry/commercial sector
• Challenge: fire safety

The «imaginary» of distributed PV
Decentralised production and consumption:
“We know that a lot of rooftop PV systems of factories, in the weekend they
sometimes cannot use all the production, so they want to promote a more open
market, open trade, and it is also a sort of energy production and
consumption revolution. I think distributed solar PV and wind can be a good
approach to promote this energy production and consumption revolution”
(Government Official)

Controversy around State Grid
Problems in achieving decentralisation because of the role
of State Grid:
“Clearly State Grid doesn’t want to give up how they set prices, because then
people will start asking questions and demand different prices and so on.”
“State Grid is not willing to give up their position easily. T&D (transmission and
distribution) prices are negotiated, and it is difficult to come up with a good price.
Currently it is mainly attractive with rooftop PV for large office buildings or
industry parks and so on – it is beneficial for large customers” (Energy
Specialist)

Conclusions
1)
2)

3)
4)

Chinese smart city initiatives and increased use of rooftop PV have not been
connected
The urban Chinese sites were focusing on industry and commercial-scale rooftop
projects with ambitions to save energy costs, whilst the rural projects were initiated
by a highly enthusiastic local government, and the local village population were
interested in small rooftop PV installations to gain an extra income.
The reasons for increased rooftop PV growth the past years were related to
increasing costs of running centralised PV projects.
Decentralisation may contribute to large-scale changes for how electricity can be
sourced sustainably in the future.
–
Only if 1) local gov. is not rewarded for creating direct economic growth that
opposes decarbonisation efforts & 2) State Grid is onboard
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